The Final Decision of We The Sovereign People of the Republic of these United States

By and For
WE THE SOVEREIGN PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
FIRST AMENDMENT PETITION OF WE THE SOVEREIGN PEOPLE
FOR REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES
PREAMBLE TO
THE PETITION OF WE THE SOVEREIGN PEOPLE
FOR REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES
“Congress shall make no law respecting1 ... or abridging2 the... right of the people to
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.” First Amendment of the Bill of Rights,
amending The Constitution for the United States of America, ratified by We The Sovereign
People on December 15, 1791. [The intent and purpose being that the National
Government by the Legislative Branch shall not enact any legislation that in any way even
looks toward, nor in any manner deprives the Sovereign People of, the Right to Petition the
Government for a Redress of Grievances; an overt command securing that Right by and in
We The People in perpetuity - forever.]
It having become necessary for We The Sovereign People of these United States to reassert our Freedom to exercise the Laws of God guaranteed by and to Us through The
Constitution for the United States of America, a decent respect to the laws authorized by
that Constitution and those God-given Rights of the Individual Citizens guaranteed by it,
require that we declare the causes which impel us to action by Petition for Redress of
Grievances guaranteed us through the First Amendment of the Bill of Rights.
Having declared that all men are created equal and endowed by their Creator with
certain inalienable Rights, among which are Life, Liberty, and Property; to secure these
rights, We The Sovereign People instituted the Government established through the
aforenamed Constitution, which derives its just powers from the consent of the governed;
such that whenever that Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the
Right and Duty of the People to take corrective action and demand that the circumstances
endangering those just ends be immediately ended by necessary means; swiftly and
conclusively imposing the sovereignty of We The Sovereign People over the usurping
Government(s); effecting our Safety and ensuring our Right to Life, Liberty, and Property.
Sovereignty resides in the American People. We The Sovereign People of these
United States established the National Government through The Constitution as ratified by
the People in the several States. Likewise, all Constitutional Amendments are required to
be ratified by three quarters of the several States. These facts are evidence that the People
identified Ourselves as Sovereign to determine the duties and limits of our government.
Our application of this principle to adoption of written constitutions on the state level is
further proof of our declaration that the People are Sovereign.
This truth has been obscured and Our Popular Sovereignty is being wrested from We
The Sovereign People by the Three Branches of the National Government, and by our own
local and state governments. Numerous requests for acquiescence to We The Sovereign
People and The Constitution, have gone forth unheeded to Our Legislators, Executive, and
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respecting: v.t. 5. to look toward; to front upon or in the direction of.
abridging: ppr. 3. to deprive; to cut off: followed by of; as, to abridge one of his rights or enjoyment.
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Judiciary. Now, it is for Us to arise and demand recognition of OUR SOVEREIGNTY ANEW.
We The Sovereign People have, again, shown, in the Course of 236 years since
Declaring Our Independence, that we are, indeed, most reluctant, while evils are
sufferable, to rise as a People in defense to demand redress of our grievances. Such has
been the patient sufferance of We The Sovereign People of these United States for at least
a century. But when a long history of abuses and usurpations pursuing the same Object
evinces a design to reduce us under absolute Despotism, and has now continued without
abatement to the present final stages of that design, it is our Right - it is our Duty - to correct
such Government.
Such is now the necessity that impels We The Sovereign People to halt the subversion
of our Government occurring through the present usurper of the Office of the Presidency
and his implementing minions; who, under his direction, are actively subverting these
States and Our Free American Republic to enslavement under tyrannical collectivist
governance by destroying the Individual Liberty found in the God-given rights guaranteed by
We The Sovereign People through The Constitution.
Now, We The Sovereign People are faced with grave and imminent danger to Our
Lives, Security, Safety, Liberty, and Property from the National Government and all other
levels of American Governance; which have usurped power not vested therein and wreak
havoc in our lives with onerous and unconstitutional laws, rules, regulations, and theft by
redistributive taxation. The National Government and all other levels of American
Governance are subverting and perverting Government Of, By and For the People, whose
mandate is the protection of Individuals and Individual Liberty, to transform this Free
American Republic to subjugation of the Lives and Property of We The Sovereign People
under a tyrannical collectivist Regime.
Those Governments have been manipulated through more than a century by
collectivist Powers seeking to subvert and rule this Free American Republic. The present
usurper Occupying the Office of the Presidency of these United States, a Person calling
himself “Barack Hussein Obama,” [hereinafter also referred to as, “Obama”] and his cadre
of subversive minions, now work to conclude that design of absolute Despotism with and
for said collectivist Powers. As set forth in The Petition for Redress of Grievances,
hereinafter appearing, these Powers, through “Obama,” have quickened attainment to that
goal by fraudulent usurpation of the legitimate powers of said Office as he implements the
design to reduce us under absolute Despotism. “Obama’s” occupancy of the Office of the
Presidency began under deliberate and criminal obfuscation of his ineligibility to hold the
highest Executive Office in the Land. He continues in the Office and in the deliberate
design to transform this Nation to a collectivist Vassalage, in unfettered treasonous and
otherwise criminal actions that are destroying We The Sovereign People and Our Free
American Republic.
As the true Sovereigns of these United States and Our Free American Republic, We
The Sovereign People herewith CALL UPON the SEVERAL STATES to ACT by this Petition,
to exercise that Sovereignty and SAVE Our Republic from the Revolution now waged by the
collectivist Powers through the usurper in the Office of the Presidency, systematically, with
deliberate intent, transforming this Free Republic to meet their collectivist end.
We The Sovereign People in Our Capacity of Popular Sovereignty, put forth herewith, to
the several States, Facts to be acted upon to SAVE Our Endangered Nation - and to be
witnessed by a candid world - through this Petition for Redress of Grievances By and For,
We The Sovereign People of these United States, through the First Amendment of the Bill
of Rights to The Constitution for The United States of America.
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FIRST AMENDMENT PETITION OF WE THE SOVEREIGN PEOPLE
FOR REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES
COME NOW, the AMERICAN PEOPLE in Our Capacity of WE THE SOVEREIGN
PEOPLE of these United States, through the SEVERAL STATES, to PETITION Our
GOVERNMENT for REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES, through the First Amendment of the Bill of
Rights of The Constitution for the United States of America. Alarmed and impelled by the
current state of affairs in the Office of the Presidency of the United States of America, being
resolved to learn true facts, We The Sovereign People having reviewed and studied the
current and past status of one “Barack Hussein Obama” (the name used by the Person
occupying the Office of President of these United States), have apprehended sufficient
evidence to disprove his identity claims. There being numerous further Charges against
him, both enumerated hereinafter and reaching beyond those specifically included herein,
this Petition is not limited to those claims set forth hereinafter.
TO WIT: 1. We The Sovereign People, through extensive investigations and inquiry,
determined that the said Person currently known as “Barack Hussein Obama” is not a
“natural born Citizen” nor born on United States Soil; 2. there is a high likelihood that his
legal name is other than “Barack Hussein Obama;” 3. there is a high likelihood that he is
currently using another person’s Social Security Administration Number; 4. a Selective
Service “irregularity” is alleged and is under further investigation; 5. other alleged charges
are also pending.
WHEREAS, “Obama” claims to be born of one parent who was inarguably never a
Citizen of the United States of America, and borne by another parent who, if held at the time,
did not hold United States Citizenship in her majority for the required length of time for her
Citizenship to extend to the child upon birth on foreign soil. Such child could not be born
into Citizenship, let alone be a “natural born Citizen,” of the United States.
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HENCE, it is clear the Person known as “Barack Hussein Obama” can not be a
“natural born Citizen” of the United States by any legal definition, as intended and required
by Article II. Section 1. par. 5, of The Constitution for the United States of America, for any
Person eligible to the Office of President.
WHEREAS, it appearing that, if “Obama” was ever a Citizen, he would have lost that
status when his stepfather, Lolo Soetoro, took him to Indonesia and adopted him as “Barry
Soetoro,” legally nullifying whatever citizenship was held by the minor child, and conferring
upon him Indonesian Citizenship. There being no evidence presented, or found, that
“Obama” was ever, either restored to United States Citizenship, or naturalized to such
Citizenship, but there is ample evidence to underpin the claim that he: 1. under one or both
names, “Barry Soetoro” and “Barack Hussein Obama,” “Obama: a. travelled under a
passport other than of the United States, at least to Pakistan in 1981; b. was known to be a
“foreign student” studying in the United States supported by foreign student funding; 2.a.
“Obama” appears to have provided to his literary agency information claiming his birth in
Kenya, allowing it to be used to promote his alleged literary work; b. such information is
supported by an alleged Canadian “British Protectorate” birth record for “Barack Obama,
Jr.,” in the country now known as “Kenya” during the alleged month of his birth; c. a voice
recording captures his professed Paternal Grandmother stating he was born in Kenya;
3. on more than one occasion “Obama” has provided spurious “proof” of his birth;
4.a. “Obama” steadfastly refuses to provide proof of a legal birth record declaring his birth
on American (or any) soil; b. regardless, the status of his parents requires that even if he
had proof of American locale, he can not meet the eligibility requirement of “natural born
Citizen;” c. further, as stated hereinbefore, whatever Citizenship he held was nullified in the
Indonesian adoption; 5. “Obama” appears to be using a Social Security Administration
number allegedly issued to a now deceased Citizen of the state of Connecticut;
6. “Obama” refuses to provide other, normal, commonly available information to We The
Sovereign People that could tend to support some or all of the above claims and others not
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enumerated herein (but ready to stand in evidence), or to counter said claims.
HENCE, We The Sovereign People must conclude that he is not eligible to the Office of
President of the United States of America.
WHEREAS, evidence so overwhelming would be treated as prima facie if brought
against any other person in these United States;
AND WHEREAS, certain of the claims hereinbefore appearing concerning the true
origin of “Obama,” have been recent public revelations, confirming the ineligibility of
“Obama” to the Office of the Presidency;
AND WHEREAS, it is common knowledge that “Obama” has blatantly disdained the
constitutional Office of the Presidency and the Executive Branch; acting as a monarch not a
constitutionally limited President of the United States representing We The Sovereign
People: 1. He has committed high Crimes and Misdemeanors rising to the level of
Treason and Tyranny that SHOCK THE CONSCIENCE, under color of usurped authority in
the office he is ineligible to hold; 2. He openly and egregiously violates Article II: Section 1.
par. 5, and Section 4, of The Constitution for The United States of America;
AND WHEREAS, “Obama” being ineligible to the Office of the Presidency as shown
heretofore, every action he takes, or chooses not to take, in the Name and Authority of said
Office, violates The Constitution and comprises an exhaustive Indictment upon which to
REMOVE him from office IMMEDIATELY and SECURE him for TRIAL on CRIMINAL
CHARGES;
AND WHEREAS, further charges include, but are not limited to: 1. Negotiating Treaties
that abolish the Sovereignty of these United States; 2. Using every means he can to subvert
Individual Liberty to effect imposition of collectivist tyranny by overthrowing the constitutional
governance of these United States and Our Republic; 3. Supporting “his” Attorney General
refusing to defend We The Sovereign People from racist intimidation at the polls, promotion of vote fraud, e.g. denying the state of Florida access to immigration records for voter
qualification purposes, and actively inciting the Congressional Black Caucus and Black
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Church Ministers to fight voter ID laws, falsely claiming such laws are intended to keep
Black and Hispanics from voting; 4. Egregiously compromising the Security of these United
States among the Nations, e.g. UNILATERAL DISARMAMENT; 5. Giving Aid and Comfort to
the Enemy: a. HAMAS in Israel’s Palestinian Territory; b. Al Qaeda in Libya, et.al.; c.
UNILATERAL DISARMAMENT; d. abandoning ALLIES; 6. Imperiously waging War with
American Lives and/or Treasure, without consulting Congress, nor obtaining Congressional Declaration of War; 7. Imperiously imposing the unconstitutional Gulf Oil Drilling
Moratorium; 8. Blatantly disregarding Federal Court Orders re: his unconstitutional Drilling
Moratorium; 9. Blatantly disregarding Federal Court Decisions re: unconstitutionality of
“Obamacare” - “healthcare reform” - legislation; 10. Issuing Executive Orders that violate
The Constitution; 11. Compounding the fraud of ineligibility to the Office by signing Acts of
the United States Congress; 12. Subscribing the name “Barack Hussein Obama,” without
verification that it is his legal name, to Acts of the United States Congress; 13. Colluding: a.
with the previous Majority of the Whole Congress to unlawfully force passage of
unconstitutional and other repugnant laws; b. with the current Majority of the Senate, to
refuse Consideration for Assent to, or Rejection of, Laws legally passed by the House, and
in the refusal to Perform Constitutional Duties; 14. Unconstitutionally appointing
unconfirmed “czars” to dictatorial positions over the affairs and lives of We The Sovereign
People; 15. Supporting “his” Attorney General and Department of Homeland Security in
REFUSAL TO PROTECT We The Sovereign People and the Nation, from Invasion of our
Borders and the flow of Illegal Alien Invaders and Contraband throughout the Nation; aiding
and abetting illegal supply of guns to Mexican criminals in Mexico, through “Fast and
Furious,” leading to the death and/or injury of at least two United States Border Patrol
Agents and untold Mexican Nationals IN THEIR OWN SOVEREIGN NATION; 16. Suing
States, and a lawful County Sheriff, for defending our Borders and We The Sovereign
People, by implementing laws promoting self-preservation through legal enforcement of
Immigration and Naturalization laws in the face of “Obama’s” TREASONOUS REFUSAL to
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enforce said laws; 17. Continuously lying to We The Sovereign People, in furtherance of his
fraudulent occupancy of the Office of the Presidency.
CONCLUSION: it is DETERMINED by We The Sovereign People, that this Person
known as “Barack Hussein Obama” has committed, and continues to commit, a heinous
and criminal fraud upon the Nation and We The Sovereign People, in blatant and
treasonous contravention of The Constitution and its Sole Purpose: Preservation of the
United States of America for We The Sovereign People and our Posterity. Expediency
requires that We The Sovereign People not fail to also CHARGE that, even if the said
Person currently known as ”Barack Hussein Obama” were to be found constitutionally
eligible to the Office he currently occupies, certain and numerous actions he has taken, or
not taken, constitute high Crimes and Misdemeanors rising to the level of Treason and
Tyranny, and CRY-OUT for REMOVAL from said Office by, at the very least, “Impeachment
and Conviction of Treason, Bribery [in the event of conviction of alleged bribery attempts
upon Reverend Jeremiah Wright], or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors,” in accordance
with Article II. Section 4, of The Constitution.
THEREFORE, due to the EXTREME EMERGENCY and IMMINENT DANGER in which
this state of affairs places the National Security of these United States and Our Republic,
We The Sovereign People, by and through the several States: 1. DEMAND that said Person
known as “Barack Hussein Obama” be REMOVED IMMEDIATELY from the Office of the
Presidency, by appropriate Sovereign Action: a. by the Attorneys General of the several
States through this First Amendment Petition of We The Sovereign People for Redress of
Grievances directly; b. by the several States under this Petition by Order of the Congress
(and/or the Judicial Branch); c. implemented by United States Marshal(s) backed by the
United States Military; d. by the Chief of Police of the District of Columbia; e. by other
appropriate means; until such time as a thorough, complete, and impartial investigation open to We The Sovereign People - is implemented by the Attorneys General of the several
States; 2. an impartial, complete Congressional Investigation shall concurrently take place.
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FURTHER, We The Sovereign People DEMAND that a Special Prosecutor be installed
by the House Judiciary Committee, to perform a separate, thorough, independent and
impartial investigation - open to We The Sovereign People - without interference from the
Congress, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, or any functionary of the Executive Branch,
but in conjunction with the Attorneys General of the several States.
FURTHERMORE, We The Sovereign People DEMAND that, as Fruit of the Poisonous
Tree: “Obama’s” unlawful Occupancy of the Office, each and every Supreme Court Justice,
Cabinet Level Appointee, Administrative Czar, Head of every Executive Branch Department,
and any and all Government Employees appointed, installed, or approved by “Obama,” his
subordinates, or agents, be REMOVED IMMEDIATELY from their positions, and Each and
Every One be investigated under direction of the Attorneys General of the several States, the
concurrent Congressional Investigation, and the Special Prosecutor of the House Judiciary
Committee for all Crimes, Treason, Bribery, and other high Crimes and Misdemeanors,
and tried, convicted, and punished accordingly, if evidence warrants.
DECLARATION: We The Sovereign People DEMAND and have the RIGHT, Guaranteed
through The First Amendment to The Constitution for the United States of America, to have
our Grievances heard impartially, with complete and total transparency; with appropriate
Action, and due punishment and restitution exacted, upon confirmation of all, or any, of the
hereinbefore named, or any other Grievances and Accusations not listed hereinbefore.
WE THE SOVEREIGN PEOPLE of these United States DEMAND this action be taken
IMMEDIATELY for CAUSE. DATED this ________ day of _______________, 2012.

_______________________________(Signature)
_______________________________(Printed Name)
A Sovereign Citizen of the Free American Republic of these United States
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